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With additions by Rhonda Pettit and Andy Mead; includes sources from this issue 
of JKS. At the time of his death, Jim Hall did not have on-hand a complete collection 
of his published work. Page numbers and image titles of some entries, for example, 
are missing, and full entries are likely missing as well. Adaptations were made to MLA 
documentation style to provide as much information as possible. Corrections and ad-
ditions to this bibliography are welcome.






1953 Henry Clay High School, Lexington, Kentucky
1957 B.A. University of Kentucky 1961 M.A. Stanford University
TEACHING CAREER
1973-2003 University of Kentucky. Associate Professor of English, Assistant Professor 
of English, Director of Creative Writing.
1971-1973 University of Connecticut. Lecturer in Art.
1969-1971 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Visiting Assistant Professor of 
English, Visiting Assistant Professor of Photography.
1968-1969 University of Kentucky. Visiting Assistant Professor of English.
1964 New York University. Visiting Assistant Professor of English.
1957-1961 Stanford University. Instructor in Creative Writing, Teaching Assistant in 
English.
EDITORIAL POSITIONS
(l. 1960s to e. 1970s), Contributing Editor, Aperture
SELECT AWARDS (WRITING AND PUBLISHING)
2001 Poet Laureate of Kentucky
1993 Southern Arts Federation Photography Fellowship
1986 Al Smith Fellowship, Kentucky Arts Council
1986 Honorable Mention, San Francisco Art Institute Film Festival
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1983 Pushcart Prize
1980 National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship in Poetry
1973 Juror’s Prize, Photo-Vision ‘72, Boston
1967 O. Henry Prize
1960 Stegner Fellowship, Stanford University
DEATH




Pleasure. Carrollton: Press on Scroll Road, 2007. 
The Total Light Process: New and Selected Poems. Lexington: University Press of 
Kentucky, 2004. 
The Mother on the Other Side of the World. Louisville: Sarabande Books, 1999. 
Fast Signing Mute. Monterey: Larkspur Press, 1992. 
Stopping on the Edge to Wave. Middletown: Wesleyan University Press, 1988. 
Her Name. Markesan: Pentagram Press, 1982. 
Getting it Up on the Brag. Monterey: Larkspur Press, 1975.
Fiction
Praeder’s Letters. Louisville: Sarabande Books, 2002. 
Music for a Broken Piano. Rhinebeck: Fiction Collective, 1982.
Yates Paul, His Grand Flights, His Tootings. Cleveland: World Publishing Co., 1962. 2nd 
ed. Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2002.
Photography
Pleasure. Carrollton: Press on Scroll Road, 2007.
Tobacco Harvest: An Elegy. Lexington: University Press of 
Kentucky, 2004. 
A Spring-Fed Pond: My Friendships 
with Five Kentucky Writers over 
the Years. Lexington: Crystal 
Publications, 2000. 
Orphan in the Attic. Lexington: Uni-
versity of Kentucky Art Museum, 
1995.
Portfolios
Orphans & Elegies. Monterey: Larkspur 
Press, 2008.
Firesticks: A Portfolio of Photographs 
and Broadsides. Monterey: Larkspur 
Press, 2008.
Editor of
Minor White: Rites and Passages, An Aperture 
Monograph. Millerton: Aperture, 1978.
Ralph Eugene Meatyard, An Aperture Mono-
graph. Millerton: Aperture, 1974.




“Item One in a General Theory of Things.” What Comes Down to Us: 25 Contemporary 
Kentucky Poets. Ed. Jeff Worley. Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 
2009. 32. 
“It Felt So Good, But Many Times I Cried.” What Comes Down to Us: 25 Contemporary 
Kentucky Poets. Ed. Jeff Worley. Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 
2009. 33-4.
“The Buffalo.” What Comes Down to Us: 25 Contemporary Kentucky Poets. Ed. Jeff 
Worley. Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 2009. 35-6.
“Welcoming the Season’s First Insects.” What Comes Down to Us: 25 Contemporary 
Kentucky Poets. Ed. Jeff Worley. Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 
2009. 37.
“Ridge Owl Black Dog.” What Comes Down to Us: 25 Contemporary Kentucky Poets. 
Ed. Jeff Worley. Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 2009. 38-41.
“For Mary Ann.” What Comes Down to Us: 25 Contemporary Kentucky Poets. Ed. Jeff 
Worley. Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 2009. 42.
—1990—
“The Maps.” Through the Gap: An Anthology of Contemporary Kentucky Poetry. Eds. 
Scot Brannon et al. Lexington, Ky: The Lexington Press, 1990. 33.
“Welcoming the Season’s First Insects.” Through the Gap: An Anthology Of Contem-
porary Kentucky Poetry. Eds. Scot Brannon et al. Lexington, Ky: The Lexington 
Press, 1990. 34.
“Monet.” Through the Gap: An Anthology of Contemporary Kentucky Poetry. Eds. 
Scot Brannon et al. Lexington, Ky: The Lexington Press, 1990. 35-37.
—1989—
“Our Fall was into Forgetfulness.” The Dolphin’s Arc: Poems on Endangered Crea-
tures of the Sea. Ed. Elisavietta Ritchie. College Park, Md.: SCOP Publications, 
Inc., 1989. 137. 
—1984—
“Sitting Between Two Mirrors.” The Pushcart Prize VIII: Best of the Small Presses. 
Ed. Bill Henderson. Wainscott: The Pushcart Press, 1984. 175-6.
—1982—
“The First Winter Light.” Cummington Poems. Ed. Ed Foster. Cummington: Friends 
of the Bryant Free Library, 1982. 55-6.
—1979—
“The Poet Finds an Ephemeral Home in a Truck Stop on the Jersey Turnpike, c. 1970.” 
Contemporary Southern Poetry. Eds. Guy Owen and Mary C. Williams. Baton 
Rouge: LSU Press, 1979.
—1977—
“The Old Athens of the West Is Now a Bluegrass Tour.” Traveling America with Today’s 
Poets. Ed. David Kheridan. New York: Macmillan Publishing Co. Inc., 1977. 134. 
“The Mad Farmer Stands Up in Kentucky for What He Thinks Is Right.” Traveling 
America with Today’s Poets. Ed. David Kheridan. New York: Macmillan Publishing 
Co. Inc., 1977. 135-6.
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“The Modern Chinese History Professor Plays Pool Every Tuesday and Thursday after 
Dinner with His Favorite Student.” Traveling America with Today’s Poets. Ed. David 
Kheridan. New York: Macmillan Publishing Co. Inc., 1977. 7-8.
“The Song of the Mean Mary Jean Machine.” 50 Contemporary Poets: The Creative Pro-
cess. Ed. Alberta T. Hunter. Philadelphia: David McKay Company, Inc., 1977. 133.
—1976—
“I Remember My Mother.” Kentucky Renaissance: An Anthology of Contemporary 
Writing. Ed. Jonathan Greene. Frankfort: Gnomon Press, 1976. 62. 
“I Remember My Father.” Kentucky Renaissance: An Anthology of Contemporary 
Writing. Ed. Jonathan Greene. Frankfort: Gnomon Press, 1976. 63. 
“Free At Last.” Kentucky Renaissance: An Anthology of Contemporary Writing. Ed. 
Jonathan Greene. Frankfort: Gnomon Press, 1976. 63. 
“New Morning.” Kentucky Renaissance: An Anthology of Contemporary Writing. Ed. 
Jonathan Greene. Frankfort: Gnomon Press, 1976. 64.
“The Time of Her Life.” Kentucky Renaissance: An Anthology of Contemporary Writ-
ing. Ed. Jonathan Greene. Frankfort: Gnomon Press, 1976. 65. 
“Grace Abounding to the Least of Sinners.” Kentucky Renaissance: An Anthology of 
Contemporary Writing. Ed. Jonathan Greene. Frankfort: Gnomon Press, 1976. 65.
Poetry in Journals
—2010—
“The Spirit Stays.” Journal of Kentucky Studies 27 (2010): 139-140.
“The Approaching Sky.” Journal of Kentucky Studies 27 (2010): 112-114.
—2005—
“Gurney Norman, Kentucky Coal Field Orphan, Is Gurney Stronger than History, or 
What?” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly of the Ap-
palachian South 33.3 (Summer 2005): 16-7.
—2002—
“Ridge Owl Black Dog.” Ed. Chris Green. Wind: A Journal of Writing and Community 
88 (2002): 13-5.
“The Approaching Sky.” Ed. Chris Green. Wind: A Journal of Writing and Community 
88 (2002): 16-8.
“Mouse Elegy.” Ed. Elgin M. Ward. The Pikeville Review (2002): 7-8.
“The Wait.” Ed. Elgin M. Ward. The Pikeville Review (2002): 9.
—2000—
“Prayer.” Ed. Chris Green. Wind: A Journal of Writing and Community 83 (2000): 17.
“Prayer for the New Year.” Ed. Chris Green. Wind: A Journal of Writing and Com-
munity 83 (2000): 17.
“Elegy.” Ed. Chris Green. Wind: A Journal of Writing and Community 83 (2000): 18.
“Kneeling.” Ed. Chris Green. Wind: A Journal of Writing and Community 83 (2000): 
19-20.
“The Wait.” Ed. Daniel J. Elkinson. Limestone: A Literary Journal (2000): 38.
—1999—
“Love.” Ed. Christopher Chambers. Black Warrior Review 25.2 (Spring/Summer 
1999): 9.
“It Felt So Good But Many Times I Cried.” Ed. Christopher Chambers. Black Warrior 
Review 25.2 (Spring/Summer 1999): 10-1.
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—1998—
“Gravity.” Ed. Christopher Chambers. Black Warrior Review 24:2 (Spring/Summer 
1998): 1.
“Moonlight.” Ed. Christopher Chambers. Black Warrior Review 24:2 (Spring/Sum-
mer 1998): 2-3.
“The Owl.” Ed. Christopher Chambers. Black Warrior Review 24:2 (Spring/Summer 
1998): 4-5.
“This Kiss.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The Hudson Review 51.3 
(Fall1998): 559.
“A Second Place Over the Mountain.” Ed. William Sutton. The Chaffin Journal 
(1998): 54.
—1994—
“The Master at His Early Morning.” Ed. Danny L. Miller. The Journal of Kentucky 
Studies 11 (September 1994): 1.
“The Old Athens of the West Is Now a Bluegrass Tour.” Ed. Danny L. Miller. The 
Journal of Kentucky Studies 11 (September 1994): 2.
“Gurney Norman, Kentucky Coal Field Orphan, Is Gurney Stronger Than History, 
or What?” Ed. Danny L. Miller. The Journal of Kentucky Studies 11 (September 
1994): 3.
“Captain Kentucky.” Ed. Danny L. Miller. The Journal of Kentucky Studies 11 (Sep-
tember 1994): 4-5.
“Is It Captain Kentucky in the Bracken County Jail or What?” Ed. Danny L. Miller. The 
Journal of Kentucky Studies 11 (September 1994): 6.
“The Poet Finds an Ephemeral Home in a Truck Stop on the New Jersey Turnpike ca. 1970.” 
Ed. Danny L. Miller. The Journal of Kentucky Studies 11 (September 1994): 7-8.
“Saturday Night, College Town, South, Young Fellow, Not Much Style, Waits for Score, 
in Earmuffs.” Ed. Danny L. Miller. The Journal of Kentucky Studies 11 (September 
1994): 9.
“The Mad Farmer Stands Up in Kentucky for What He Thinks Is Right.” Ed. Danny L. 
Miller. The Journal of Kentucky Studies 11 (September 1994): 10.
“Fast Signing Mute.” Ed. Danny L. Miller. The Journal of Kentucky Studies 11 (Sep-
tember 1994): 11-2.
“New Morning.” Ed. Danny L. Miller. The Journal of Kentucky Studies 11 (September 
1994): 13.
—1990-91—
“Where If I Dared I Would Put My Small Hand.” Ed. Gerald Stern. Ploughshares 16.4 
(Winter 1990-1).
—1989—
“Seventeen Year Locust.” Eds. Frank Steele, Peggy Steele and Elizabeth Oakes. Plain-
song 7.2 (Summer 1989): 24.
“Washing My Cup in the Last Light.” Ed. Stephen R. Whited. Limestone: A Literary 
Journal (1989).
“The Cedars.” Ed. Stephen R. Whited. Limestone: A Literary Journal (1989).
—1988—
“Dividing Ridge.” Eds. Phillip D. Church and Galbraith M. Crump. The Kenyon Review 
10.3 (Summer 1988): 100. 
“The Window.” Eds. Phillip D. Church and Galbraith M. Crump. The Kenyon Review 
10.3 (Summer 1988): 101.
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—1987—
“Cape Light.” Ed. Frederick Smock. The American Voice 8 (Fall 1987): 10.
“Modigliani’s Last Portrait of Jeanne Hebuterne.” Ed. Raymond J. Smith. Ontario 
Review 26 (Spring/Summer 1987): 87.
“The Dogs.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The Hudson Review 40.1 (Spring 
1987): 89.
“Kneeling at Easter to the Season’s First Bloodroot.” The Kenyon Review 9.2 (Spring 
1987): 105.
“Winter Trees in the Middle Distance.” The Kenyon Review 9.2 (Spring 1987): 106.
“The Relinquishments.” The Kenyon Review 9.2 (Spring 1987): 107.
—1986—
“Home Movies.” Eds. Phillip D. Church and Galbraith M. Crump. The Kenyon Review 
8.1 (Winter 1986): 107.
“The Reel Marked Bobby Jones.” Eds. Phillip D. Church and Galbraith M. Crump. The 
Kenyon Review 8.1 (Winter 1986): 108.
“Mock Battles.” Eds. Phillip D. Church and Galbraith M. Crump. The Kenyon Review 
8.1 (Winter 1986): 108-9.
“My Mother Holding Things in Her Arms.” Eds. Phillip D. Church and Galbraith M. 
Crump. The Kenyon Review 8.1 (Winter 1986): 109.
“‘Shadows like winds go back to a parent before thought, before speech’ -Wallace 
Stevens.” Eds. Phillip D. Church and Galbraith M. Crump. The Kenyon Review 8.1 
(Winter 1986): 109-10.
“My Father Holding Things in His Arms.” Eds. Phillip D. Church and Galbraith M. 
Crump. The Kenyon Review 8.1 (Winter 1986): 110.
“Local Weight.” Ed. David Wagoner. Poetry Northwest 27.2 (Summer 1986): 44-5.
“Reading Palms.” Ed. David Wagoner. Poetry Northwest 27.2 (Summer 1986): 45.
“Washing My Cup in the Last Light.” Ed. Robert Gray. Southern Poetry Review 26.2 
(Fall 1986): 76.
—1985—
“The Cedars.” Eds. Frank Steele, Peggy Steele and Elizabeth Oakes. Plainsong 6.1 
(Winter 1985): 13.
“Young Man Comes to Age in Americas.” Eds. Frank Steele, Peggy Steele and Elizabeth 
Oakes. Plainsong 6.1 (Winter 1985): 14.
“Throwing Rocks into the River.” Ed. Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry Review 13 
(Spring 1985): 14- 15.
“On the Day of Balanchine’s Death.” Ed. Joseph Parisi. Poetry 146 (May 1985): 98.
“Identifying the Body.” Ed. Joseph Parisi. Poetry 146 (May 1985): 99.
“Final.” Ed. Joseph Parisi. Poetry 146 (May 1985): 100.
“Establishing Longitude.” Ed. Joseph Parisi. Poetry 146 (April 1985): 35.
“Organdy Curtain, Window, South Bank of the Ohio.” Ed. Joseph Parisi. Poetry 146 
(April 1985): 35- 36.
“Welcoming the Season’s First Insects.” Ed. Joseph Parisi. Poetry 146 (April 1985): 37.
“The Realization.” Ed. Jim Barnes. The Chariton Review 11.1 (Spring 1985): 85-6.
“Downtown Local.” Ed. Jim Barnes. The Chariton Review 11.1 (Spring 1985): 86-7.
“The Scavangers.” Ed. Sarah Elizabeth Smith. New Orleans Review 12:3 (Fall 1985): 20.
“San Salvador, Summer, Date Unknown.” Eds. Jack Stephens and Julia Wendell. Tele-
scope 4.3 (Fall 1985): 24.
“The Wars.” Eds. Jack Stephens and Julia Wendell. Telescope 4.3 (Fall 1985): 25.
“Name Age Country Language Next of Kin.” Eds. Jack Stephens and Julia Wendell. 
Telescope 4.3 (Fall 1985): 26.
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—1984/85—
“The Rider.” Ed. Wyn Cooper. Quarterly West 19 (Fall/Winter 1984/5): 85.
—1984—
“The Maps.” Eds. Jane Shore and Ellen Wilber. Ploughshares 10.4 (Winter 1984): 42-3.
“Carrying Bath Water to the Garden in a Drought.” Ed. Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry 
Review 12 (Fall 1984): 7.
“Pulse.” Ed. Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry Review 12 (Fall 1984): 8-9.
“In the Middle.” Ed. Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry Review 11 (Spring 1984): 12-3.
“The Master at His Early Morning.” Ed. Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry Review 11 
(Spring 1984): 14-5.
—1983—
“Traveling by Moonlight.” The Paris Review 90 (Winter 1983):152-3
“Adam’s Love Song.” Ed. John Frederick Nims. Poetry Dec. 1983: 135.
“Fresh Snow at Dusk.” Ed. John Frederick Nims. Poetry Dec. 1983: 136.
“The Child.” Ed. John Frederick Nims. Poetry Dec. 1983: 137.
“A Stillness.” Eds. George Garrett and Richard Tillinghast. Ploughshares (Fall 1983): 
143-4.
“Swimming At Sunset” Ed. David Wagoner. Poetry Northwest 24.3 (Fall 1983): 36-7.
“The Fox.” Ed. David Wagoner. Poetry Northwest 24.3 (Fall 1983): 37-9.
“In A Black Box.” Ed. Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry Review 10 (Spring 1983): 19.
“Remembering.” Ed. Michael Cuddihy. Ironwood 21 11.1 (1983): 50-1.
“Sleeping on the Bank of a River.” Ed. Michael Cuddihy. Ironwood 21 11.1 (1983): 
52-3.
“First Snow.” Ed. Michael Cuddihy. Ironwood 21 11.1 (1983): 54.
—1982—
“The Lesson.” Ed. Jim Barnes. The Chariton Review 8.2 (Fall 1982): 35-40.
“Sitting Between Two Mirrors.” Ed. John Frederick Nims. Poetry June 1982: 133-4. 
“I Move.” Ed. John Frederick Nims. Poetry June 1982: 135-6.
“Stopping on the Edge to Wave.” The New Yorker 24 May 1982: 36.
“To Get There.” The New Yorker 18 Jan. 1982: 111.
“Celestial Mechanics by Starlight.” Fabbro 4 (Spring 1982): 23.
—1981—
“The First Winter Light.” The New Yorker 28 Dec. 1981: 46.
“In The Exit Lane.” Ed. Gerald Costanzo. Three Rivers Poetry Journal 17/19 (1981): 20.
—1980—
“Notes Toward a Politics for the Future.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The 
Hudson Review (Fall 1980): 403.
“Ripe.” Ed. John Millet. Poetry Australia 74-75 (1980): 66-7. 
“The Perfect Love.” Ed. John Millet. Poetry Australia 74-75 (1980): 68-70. 
“Eureka, 1979, A Woman Speaks.” Ed. John Millet. Poetry Australia 74-75 (1980): 70-2. 
“During the Night.” Ed. John Millet. Poetry Australia 74-75 (1980): 72-4.
—1979—
“In The Check-out Line, Carton of Half & Half.” Ed. Bruce Weigl. Quarterly West 8 
(Winter 1979): 115-7.
“Earl Camp, Call the Operator Please.” Ed. Bruce Weigl. Quarterly West 8 (Winter 
1979): 117.
“The People Who Use the Body to Obtain.” American Poetry Review 8.1 (1979): 22.
“Lightning.” Ed. Michael Tarachow. Hawkwind 2 (September 1979): 66-9.
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“Whenever He Leaves.” Ed. John Frederick Nims. Poetry 134:4 (July 1979): 200.
“Her Hand.” Ed. John Frederick Nims. Poetry 134:4 (July 1979): 201.
“A Thin Strip of Bright Light Falls.” Ed. John Frederick Nims. Poetry July 1979: 202.
“From Where I Am Now.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The Hudson Review 
32.1 (Spring 1979): 64-5. 
“At First They Appear.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The Hudson Review 
32.1 (Spring 1979): 65-6. 
“Let Me Try Again To Be.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The Hudson Review 
32.1 (Spring 1979): 66-7. 
“This Is a Love Poem to You.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The Hudson 
Review 32.1 (Spring 1979): 67. 
“We Should Know.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The Hudson Review 32.1 
(Spring 1979): 68.
“Bricks Hang From Limbs.” Eds. James Bartolino and Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry 
Review 6 (Spring 1979): 26. 
“Maturation.” Eds. James Bartolino and Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry Review 6 
(Spring 1979): 27. 
“At Work.” Eds. James Bartolino and Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry Review 6 (Spring 
1979): 28-9. 
“Her Name.” Eds. James Bartolino and Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry Review 6 
(Spring 1979): 30-2.
“The Dead at the Picnic.” Eds. Ellen Bryant Voight and Lorrie Goldensohn. Plough-
shares 5.1 (1979):
“The Hair Contest.” Eds. Ellen Bryant Voight and Lorrie Goldensohn. Ploughshares 
5.1 (1979):
—1978—
“The Idea.” Ed. Joseph Epstein. The American Scholar (Winter 1978): 100.
“In the Terminal.” Ed. George Core. The Sewanee Review 86.1 (Winter 1978): 35-6.
“A Suite for Hawkbells.” Massachusetts Review 19:3 (Fall 1978): 448-50.
“Thru the Portholes.” Ed. Jim Barnes. The Chariton Review 4.2 (Fall 1978): 62-3.
“Celestial Mechanics.” Eds. James Bartolino and Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry 
Review 5 (Fall 1978): 75.
“A Forest.” Eds. James Bartolino and Dallas Wiebe. Cincinnati Poetry Review 5 (Fall 
1978): 76.
“Four Year Old Brown & Grey Family Car.” Ed. John Frederick Nims. Poetry May 
1978: 100.
—1977—
“The Old Athens of the West Is Now a Bluegrass Tour.” Poetry NOW (Winter 1977).
“In the Bardo of Flight.” Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan, eds. The Hudson Review 
29.4 (Winter 1977): 495-6.
“In the Meadow.” Ed. Joseph Epstein. The American Scholar (Fall 1977): 503-4.
“Birthday Poem.” Ed. Paul Bixler. The Antioch Review 35:2-3 (Spring/Summer 1977): 258.
“Preparing for Flight.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 1977): 97. 
“Paying Respects.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 1977): 97-8. 
“What Fucking Has to Do with Flying.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 
(Spring 1977): 48. 
“There Are Captains, and Then There Are Captains.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver 
Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 1977): 99. 
“The Idea of Nice People Crossing the Great Divide.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver 
Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 1977): 99-101. 
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“Where Are We at Now Captain.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 
1977): 101. 
“New Morning.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 1977): 102. 
“Where We Wait.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 1977): 102-3. 
“The Photographer/Writer Designs His Place.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 
12.1 (Spring 1977):103-5. 
“Craft.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 1977): 105. 
“Why I Am a Photographer.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 
1977): 105-7. 
“Eyes Over Eyes Under Eyes.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 
1977): 108. 
“Locating the Tension.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 1977): 
109. 
“Dialogue Between Body & Soul.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 
(Spring 1977): 109- 11. 
“Falling Through.” Ed. Thomas Pynchon. Denver Quarterly 12.1 (Spring 1977): 112-13.
“Witnessing the Full Moon.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The Hudson 
Review 30.1 (Spring 1977): 79.
“Flying.” Eds. Guy Owen and Mary C. Williams. Southern Poetry: The Seventies 16 
(1977): 34-6.
—1976—
“The Modern Chinese History Professor Plays Pool Every Tuesday and Thursday after 
Dinner with His Favorite Student.” Ed. Raymond Smith. The Ontario Review 5 (Fall/
Winter 1976-7): 18. 
“My Song and the Small Sorrows of the World.” Ed. Raymond Smith. The Ontario 
Review 5 (Fall/Winter 1976-7): 19-21.
“Cliff Hagan’s Rib Eye Steak House.” Ed. E. V. Griffith. Poetry NOW 3.4-6 (Winter 
1976): 58. 
“Sunday Morning, Fall, 1973, Second Floor of the Court-
house.” Ed. E. V. Griffith. Poetry NOW 3.4-6 
(Winter 1976): 58.
“An Image of Grace.” Ed. Guy 
Owen. Southern Poetry Review 
16.2 (Fall 1976): 5.
“Traveling.” Ed. George Core. 
Sewanee Review 84.3 (Summer 
1976): 401-2.
“Home at Last.” Ed. Burton Raffel. 
Denver Quarterly 11.2 (Summer 
1976): 36-7. 
“A Paradigm for Lovers: Ode to Joy.” Ed. 
Burton Raffel. Denver Quarterly 11.2 
(Summer 1976): 38- 40.
“A Love Poem to All the Women in the 
World Named Dobree Adams.” Ed. 
Guy Owen. Southern Poetry Review 16.1 
(Spring 1976): 66-7. 
“Resolution While Whale Watching.” Ed. 
Guy Owen. Southern Poetry Review 16.1 
(Spring 1976): 67.
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“I Always Thought.” Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan, eds. The Hudson Review. 
Spring, 29.1 (1976): 49-50. 
“In Which the World Says What It Will Cost to Live Here.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Fred-
erick Morgan. The Hudson Review 29.1 (Spring 1976): 50-1. 
“Item One in a General Theory of Things.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. 
The Hudson Review 29.1 (Spring 1976): 51-2. 
“All Love.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The Hudson Review 29.1 (Spring 
1976): 52-3. 
“The Wisdom of Photography.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The Hudson 
Review 29.1 (Spring 1976): 53.
—1975—
“The Story of My Life.” The Massachusetts Review 16.1 (Winter 1975): 189-91.
“In Which Back-in-Town Takes a Really Sexy View of the Courthouse.” Ed. Guy Owen. 
Southern Poetry Review 15.2 (Fall 1975): 44-5.
“Burying the Dead.” Ed. George Core. Sewanee Review 83.3 (Summer 1975): 46-8.
—1974—
“The Poet Finds an Ephemeral Home in a Truck Stop on the New Jersey Turnpike, c. 
1970.” Ed. Guy Owen. Southern Poetry Review 14.2 (Fall 1974): 25-6.
—1972—
“I Pass on the Road, See Myself in a Country Graveyard.” Field 7 (Fall 1972). 
“Gurney Norman, Kentucky Coal Field Orphan, Is Gurney Stronger than History, or 
What?” Field 7 (Fall 1972).
“Saturday Night, College Town, South, Young Fellow, Not Much Style, Waits for Score, 
in Earmuffs.” Ed. William Packard. The New York Quarterly 12 (Fall 1972): 67-8.
“Saturday Night, College Town, South, Young Fellow, Not Much Style, Waits for 
Score, In Earmuffs.” At The Gallery: Cambridge Street Artists’ Cooperative 2 
(1972): 19-20. 
“The Mad Farmer Stands Up in Kentucky for What He Thinks Is Right.” At The Gal-
lery: Cambridge Street Artists’ Cooperative 2 (1972): 21.
—1970—
“Road House, Saturday Night, Momma Comes after Her Boy the Burly Bikerider, in 
Rambler American.” Ed. David P. Young. Field 3 (Fall 1970): 39.
“Captain Kentucky Is a Bomb Scare in Palo Alto.” Ed. David P. Young. Field 3 (Fall 
1970): 40.
—1969—
“Road House, Saturday Night, Momma Comes after Her Boy the Burly Bikerider, in 
Rambler American.” Blue-tail Fly 1.3 (1969).
“Captain Kentucky Is a Bomb Scare in Palo Alto.” Blue-tail Fly 1.3, (1969). 
“Is It Captain Kentucky in the Bracken County Jail or What.” Blue-tail Fly 1.3 (1969).
“Saturday Night, College Town, South, Young Fellow Not Much Style, Waits to Score 
in Earmuffs.” Blue-tail Fly 1.3 (1969): 15.
—1956—
“:after Robert Hazel.” Ed. James Baker Hall. Stylus 5.1 (Fall 1956) 13-14.
Poetry on the Web
James Baker Hall 1935-2009: Photographer, Writer. Ed. Gray Zeitz. Online. Larkspur 
Press. 2009. <http://www.larkspurpress.com/JBH.pdf>
“The Maps.” Internet Monk. Michael Spencer. Weblog post. <http://www.internetmonk.
com/archive/mentors-james-baker-hall-1935-2009>, 2009.
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“The Mother on the Other Side of the World.” Internet Monk. Michael Spencer. Weblog 
post. <http://www.internetmonk.com/archive/mentors-james-baker-hall-1935-2009>, 
2009.
“Freeing the Sparks.” News From Nowhere. Ed. Mark Mitchell. Online. <http://www.
newsfromnowhere.com/jbhall01.html>, 2008.
“That First Kite.” News From Nowhere. Ed. Mark Mitchell. Online. <http://www.
newsfromnowhere.com/jbhall01.html>, 2008.
Poetry on Audio CD




“The Loving Nowhere” (excerpt). Five Kentucky Poets Laureate: An Anthology. Eds. Jane 
Gentry and Frederick Smock. Frankfort: Kentucky Arts Council, 2009. 31-54.
“If You Can’t Win.” Home and Beyond: An Anthology of Kentucky Short Stories. Ed. 
Morris Allen Grubs. Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 2001. 259-69.
—1968—
“A Kind of Savage.” Prize Stories 1968: The O.Henry Awards. Ed. William Abrahams. 
New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1968. 211-29.
—1962—
“Yates Paul, His Grand Flights, His Tootings” (excerpt). Stanford Short Stories. Eds. Wallace 
Stegner and Richard Scowcroft. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1962. 27-43. 
Fiction in Journals
—2006—
“The Loving Nowhere” (excerpt). Eds. Nicholas Smith and Erik Tuttle. Wind: A Journal 
of Writing and Community 95 (2006): 50-67.
—2000—
“Hen House.” Ed. Paula Dietz. The Hudson Review 53.2 (Summer 2000): 217-40.
—1988—
“Praeder’s Letters” (excerpt). Ed. David S. Payne. The Journal of Kentucky Studies 5 
(1988): 9-32.
“If You Can’t Win.” Ed. David S. Payne. The Journal of Kentucky Studies 5 (1988): 
33-40.
“Cleaning Up.” Ed. David S. Payne. The Journal of Kentucky Studies 5 (1988): 41-50.
—1986—
“If You Can’t Win.” Ed. Frederick Smock. The American Voice 2 (Spring 1986): 73-84.
—1984—
“Cleaning Up.” Eds. Harold Jaffe and Larry McCaffery. Fiction International 15.2 
(Fall 1984): 70-9.
“The Hospital Story.” Ed. James Boatwright. Shenandoah 34.1 (1984): 17-40. [Believed 
to be published in 1984, but covering the 1982/83 period. – Ed. note.]
—1983—




“A Sense of the Blind Side.” Ed. Jack Garlington. Western Humanities Review 30.4 
(Fall 1976): 297- 308.
—1975—
“Hands.” Eds. Paula Dietz and Frederick Morgan. The Hudson Review 28.4 (Winter 
1975-6): 509-28. 
“Music for a Broken Piano” (excerpt). Ed. Timothy Erwin. Chicago Review 27.3 (Winter 
1975-6): 45- 84.
—1974—
“Young Marrieds.” Ed. James Boutwright. Shenandoah 25 (Winter 1974): 51-63.
—1972—
“In My Shoes.” Place Rogues Gallery 2.2 (December 1972): 3-14.
—1971—
“Any Man Alive.” Ed. Clinton C. Keeler. Cimarron Review 15 (April 1971): 5-14.
“A Walk in the Woods.” Ed. Clinton C. Keeler. Cimarron Review 14 (January 1971): 
6-10, 11-4.
—1968—
“The Family Doctor.” The Kentucky Review 2.2 (1968): 57-62, 65-9.
—1967—
“A Kind of Savage.” The Saturday Evening Post 11 Feb. 1967:
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL WRITINGS
Autobiographical Writings in Anthologies
—1997—
“Within the Missing Body of the Fox” (excerpt). Kentucky Voices: A Collection of 
Contemporary Kentucky Short Stories. Ed. Alan James Riley. Pikeville: Pikeville 
College Press, 1997. 88-94.
—1991—
“Asleep or Pretending to Sleep.” Home Ground: Southern Autobiography. Ed. Bill J. 
Berry. Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1991. 176-87.
Autobiographical Writings in Journals
—2001—
“Oh, Yes, the Modiglianis.” Eds. Jo Ann Circosta and Rynetta Davis. Limestone: A 
Literary Journal, A Tribute to James Baker Hall. (2001): 28-38.
—1996—
“Within the Missing Body of the Fox” (excerpt). Ed. Shirley Stephenson. Indiana Review 
19.1 (Spring 1996): 86-90.
BOOK INTRODUCTIONS, FOREWARDS, AFTERWORDS, ETC. 
—2000s—
Introduction. The Mad Farmer Poems. By Wendell Berry. Carrollton: Press on Scroll 
Road, 2008.
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Foreword. Window Poems. By Wendell Berry. Carrollton: Press on Scroll Road, 2003. 
2nd ed., Emryville: Shoemaker & Hoard, 2007. 3rd ed., Berkeley: Counterpoint 
Press, 2010.
—1990s—
Introduction. Harold Baumbach’s Century: A Selection of Paintings from 1939-1991. By 
Harold Baumbach. Ed. Jonathan Baumbach. New York: Shock of Color Press, 1992.
—1970s—
Preface. “An Uncommon Sense of Time.” I Shall Save One Land Unvisited: 11 South-
ern Photographers. By Jonathan Williams. Frankfort: Gnomon Press, with Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1978.
Afterword. Light Places: A Book of Photographs. By Wallace Wilson. Dallas: Estrella 
de Tejas Press, 1977.
ESSAYS & REVIEWS
Essays and Reviews in Anthologies
“Writing ‘The Mean Mary Jean Machine’.” 50 Contemporary Poets: The Creative Process. 
Ed. Alberta T. Turner. New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1977. 133-8.
Essays & Reviews in Journals
—2000s—
“Robert.” Southern Quarterly 40.3 (Spring 2002): 27-40.
“How Come There Are So Many Good Writers Working Now in Kentucky?” Kentucky 
Arts Council. The Blue Moon 9.2 (March/April 2002):
—1990s—
“Merwin.” Field 55 (Fall 1996):
—1970s—
“Burk Uzzle: The Hustle Comes of Age.” Aperture 77 (1976): 40-8.
“The Strange New World of Ralph Eugene Meatyard.” Popular Photography July 
1975: 120-3.
“The Last Happy Band of Brothers.” Esquire April 1974: 117-25, 232-5.
Rev. of The Face of Asia, by Henri Cartier-Bresson. Choice 10.1 (April 1973): 276.
Rev. of Compassionate Photographer, by Larry Burrows. Choice 10.5/6 (July/August 
1973): 769.
Rev. of The Unforeseen Wilderness: An Essay of Kentucky’s Red River Gorge, by Wendell 
Berry and Gene Meatyard. Big Rock Candy Mountain 2.1 (1971): 52-5.
Rev. of The Appalachian Photographs of Doris Ulmann, by John Jacob Niles and 
Jonathan Williams. Big Rock Candy Mountain 2.1 (1971): 56.
—1960s—





“tbd.” The Achievement of Wendell Berry. By Fritz Oehlschlaeger. Lexington: University 
of Kentucky Press, 2011.
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—2010—
“Thorns.” Freedom Not Yet: Liberation and the Next World Order. By Kenneth Surin. 
Durham: Duke University Press, 2010.
“Tobacco Harvest.” Saving Kentucky. By Sally Van Winkle Campbell. Limestone Lane 
Press, 2010.
“Wendell Berry, c. 1971.” Window Poems. By Wendell Berry. 3rd ed. Berkeley: Coun-
terpoint Press, 2010.
—1980s—
“Untitled, Winter Brush.” The Lexington Camera Club: 1936-1972. By Robert C. 
May. Lexington: University of Kentucky Art Museum, 1989.
Photography in Journals
—2009—
“Wendell Berry, c. 1971.” Erik Reece rev. of Wild Blessings: A Celebration of Wendell 
Berry, by Marc Masterson and Adrien-Alice Hansel. Ed. H. Emerson Blake. Orion 
Magazine 28.5 (2009): 81.
—2005—
“Bud.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly of the Ap-
palachian South (Summer 2005): Cover. 
“Gurney Norman at Mailbox.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary 
Quarterly of the Appalachian South (Summer 2005): Inside front cover. 
“The Four Stegner Fellows: Ed McClanahan, Wendell Berry, James Baker Hall, 
Gurney Norman.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly 
of the Appalachian South (Summer 2005): 5. 
“Gurney Norman.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly of 
the Appalachian South (Summer 2005): 15. 
“James Baker Hall.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly of 
the Appalachian South (Summer 2005): 17. 
“Gurney Norman and Wendell Berry.” Ed. George Brosi. 
Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly 
of the Appalachian South (Summer 
2005): 18. 
“Wendell Berry, 2004.” Ed. George 
Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A 
Literary Quarterly of the Appala-
chian South (Summer 2005): 21. 
“Wendell Berry and Gurney Norman.” 
Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian 
Heritage: A Literary Quarterly of 
the Appalachian South (Summer 
2005): 22. 
“Ed McClanahan, 2004.” Ed. George 
Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Liter-
ary Quarterly of the Appalachian South 
(Summer 2005): 28. 
“Frank X Walker, 2002.” Ed. George Brosi. 
Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quar-
terly of the Appalachian South (Summer 
2005): 31. 
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“Gurney Norman with Mug.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary 
Quarterly of the Appalachian South (Summer 2005): 38. 
“Gurney Norman, 1960.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly 
of the Appalachian South (Summer 2005): 43. 
“Thorns.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly of the Ap-
palachian South (Summer 2005): 54. 
“Dead Tree.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly of the 
Appalachian South (Summer 2005): 74. 
“Calves.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly of the Ap-
palachian South (Summer 2005): 91. 
“Gurney Norman, mid-1970s.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary 
Quarterly of the Appalachian South (Summer 2005): 104. 
“Mary Ann Taylor-Hall.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly 
of the Appalachian South (Summer 2005): Inside back cover. 
“Pasture.” Ed. George Brosi. Appalachian Heritage: A Literary Quarterly of the Ap-
palachian South (Summer 2005): Back cover.
—2001—
“Portfolio: Appear to Disappear.” Eds. Chris Green, Charlie Hughes and Leatha Ken-
drick. Wind: Celebrating 30 Years In Print. 84-5 (2001): 101-19.
“Portfolio: Portraits.” Eds. Jo Ann Circosta and Rynetta Davis. Limestone: A Literary 
Journal, A Tribute to James Baker Hall. (2001): 15-27.
—2000—
“Fog Tree.” Ed. Daniel J. Elkinson. Limestone: A Literary Journal 33.3 (Summer 
2000): Cover.
—1996—
“Portfolio: Orphan in the Attic.” Ed. Shirley Stephenson. Indiana Review 19.1 (Spring 
1996): 91-8.
“Egyptian Woman.” Ed. Shirley Stephenson. Indiana Review 19.1 (Spring 1996): Cover.
—1980—
“Picture 1.” Ed. Cheryl Brickey. FABBRO 2 (Spring 1980): 15.
“Picture 2.” Ed. Cheryl Brickey. FABBRO 2 (Spring 1980): 39.
Permanent Collections Holding Photographs by James Baker Hall
University of Kentucky Art Museum, Lexington, Kentucky
21c Museum, Louisville, Kentucky
Select Photography Exhibits
Photographs of Wendell Berry by James Baker Hall. Actors Theatre Gallery, Louisville, 
Ky., 2009.
Photo/Synthesis. 21C Museum, Louisville, Ky., 2008.
4 Beyond 50. Galerie Soleil, Lexington, Ky., 2007.
Appear to Disappear. City Gallery, Lexington, Ky., 2005.
A Spring-Fed Pond: My Friendships with Five Kentucky Writers over the Years. Uni-
versity of Kentucky Art Museum, Lexington, Ky., 2002
Tobacco Harvest: An Elegy. Smith-Berry Winery, New Castle, Ky., 2003.
A Spring Fed-Pond: Portraits of Kentucky Writers. Ann Tower Gallery, Lexington, 
Ky., 2002.
Nature. Tower-Cerlan Gallery, Lexington, Ky., 2000.
The Color of Light. Gallery One, Boston, Ma., 1997.
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All Media Summer Exhibition. Contemporary Artists Center Gallery, Washington, 
D.C., 1996.
Orphan in the Attic. University of Kentucky Art Museum, Lexington, Ky., 1995.
In Search of the Pleasure Principle. Cepa Gallery, Buffalo, N.Y., 1995.
New Southern Photography. Burden Gallery, New York, N.Y., 1989.
Film Screenings
“East & West.” Wallpaper: Lexington Film League. The Miller House, Lexington, 
Ky., 2009.
“Firesticks.” Collective for Living Cinema, N.Y.C., 1985.
Photographs appear in the following publications, images unknown:
The Courier-Journal & Times Magazine. (4 Aug. 1974): Cover, 8-9. 
Photography Annual. (1972): 118.
Think Little by Wendell Berry. Eds. Gurney Norman and Diana Schugart. Whole Earth 
Catalog 1120 (Sept. 1970): 3-5.




Blue-tail Fly. 11 (1969?): 15-7.
Coevolution Quarterly
Courier Journal Sunday Magazine
New York Times
Popular Photography Annual
Photography on the Web
Mitchell, Mark. Web. News From Nowhere <http://www.newsfromnowhere.com/
jbhall01.html>, 2008.
Thurman, Tom. Web. Living By Words <http://www.ket.org/livingbywords/index.
htm>, 2002.
Secondary Sources
INTERVIEWS (with James Baker Hall)
Interviews in Anthologies
“Interview with James Baker Hall.” Ed. Elizabeth L. Beattie. Conversations with Ken-
tucky Writers. Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1996.
Interviews in Journals and Other Publications
“A Conversation with James Baker Hall (February 5, 2009).” Interview with Arwen 
Donahue. Journal of Kentucky Studies 27 (2010): 131-135.
“A Conversation with James Baker Hall (November 18, 2008).” Interview with Arwen 
Donahue. Journal of Kentucky Studies 27 (2010): 53-71.
“Imagination and Intellect: An Interview with James Baker Hall.” Interview with Leatha 
Kendrick. Publication data unknown.
Interview about The Mother on the Other Side of the World. Louisville: Sarabande News 
4:1 (1998/99): 1 (publisher newsletter).
Interview. Eds. Steven R. Cope and Charlie Hughes. Wind: A Journal of Writing and 
Community. 75 (1995): 68-84.
“Working Off the Ear and Eye: An Interview with James Baker Hall.” Interview with 
Marcia Hurlow. Publication data unknown (Lexington Herald-Leader? 1986?)
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Interviews on Television
“Tribute to James Baker Hall.” Interview with Bill Goodman. One to One with Bill 
Goodman (#432).
Kentucky Educational Television, Lexington, Ky., Sept. 2009.
Living By Words. Interview and Reading. Dir. Guy Mendes. Prod. Nancy Carpenter. 
Kentucky Educational Television. Lexington, Ky., 2002.
“James Baker Hall: Poet Laureate of Kentucky.” Interview with Ferrell Wellman. Comment 
on Kentucky (#2803). Kentucky Educational Television. Lexington, Ky., Nov. 2001.
“James Baker Hall: 2001 Poet Laureate.” Interview with Mel Fisher. Mixed Media 
(#332). Kentucky Educational Television. Lexington, Ky., May 8, 2001.
Interviews on the Web
Living By Words. Interview with Guy Mendes. Tom Thurman post. <http://www.ket.
org/livingbywords/authors/hall_interview1.htm>, 2002.
CRITICAL ESSAYS, ARTICLES, AND ENCYCLOPEDIA ENTRIES
Green, Chris. “Approaching Censorship: James Baker Hall’s ‘The Approaching Sky’ 
and Central Kentucky’s Memorial Event for 9/11. Journal of Kentucky Studies 27 
(2010): 110-11.
“James Baker Hall.” Wikipedia. Online < http://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Bak-
er_Hall > . Accessed March 29, 2010.
Pettit, Rhonda. “Rhythms of Experience: An Introduction.” James Baker Hall Special 
Section. Journal of Kentucky Studies 27 (2010): 19-23.
Pettit, Rhonda. “The Three Foxes: Animal Representation and Forms of Intelligence in 
Poems by James Baker Hall.” Journal of Kentucky Studies 27 (2010): 93-104.
“Photo/Synthesis: James Baker Hall.” Louisville: 21c Museum. Online. <http://
www.21cmuseum. org/museum/exhibits/hall-photo-synthesis.aspx.> 2008. Access 
June 22, 2010.
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